
Evaluation of Pawet Migut's PhD thesis:
When "She" Comes l{nocking: A Cognitive Analysis ofMetaphorical Tetms Linked with

Death in English and Polish Obituaries

General opinion
The tlresis attempts to znalyze the metaphorical conceptualizations of death in Enghsh and

Polish euphemistic language use. It is the flrst of its krnd to provide a detailed contrastive analysis

- based on a substantial collection of data - of these conceptualizaions between two Ianguages.

The majot achievement of the thesis li.es in the systematic analysis of equivalences in euphemrsuc

(idiomatic) use. In tbis respect, the thesis contlibutes sigmficantly to the understanding of death

(which in itself is a major achievement), as well as to cross-cultural metaphor variation. The thesrs

also provides very rr2ls2ble data for future analyses. Its major weakness, however, lies in the very

wide scope of research fields and drsciplines thatit covers: the thesis brings in so many

perspectives on death that it loses its main focus to some degree. Further, I felt tirat the data

selection was riot propedy jusufied or documented.

Nevertheless, writing about - and researching - a topic such as death is by no meafls an easy

task, srmply by virrue of its taboo nature, Despite thrs difficulq', Mr Migut has managed to

demonstrate his abiJity to compile an impressive database, vzLuch he then analyzed wrth
meticulousness and rigour. I veqr s11166 hope that Mr l\4rgut will take my comments (to foliow
belorv) in good sptit and will manage to incotporate them in the fine-tuning of his analyses.

Detailed remarks
7. Hypothesis and aim of research

On p. 161, rn lieu of a hypothesis, we read the followrng: "I believe it is rmportant to putsue this

study, for to my knowledge, there has been no major attempts at this parttculat subject mattet

comparing Polish and English undet the Conceptual Metaphor framewotk." This is a good point
of departure for a particulaL research, but cannot teally be considered as a viable hypothesis. Fu'st

of aI1, what is the reason for comparing English and Pohsh data? Thrs is a bit like comparing an

appie and abanana: rve both know that thelr frsils, but this in itself is not a Leason foL

comparison. G\ot tt is enough to ciaim that Polish and EngJrsh metaphors for death haven't yet

been compared - perhaps it hasn't been done before because there was no point in doing so in
the first place.) What I mrssed throughout the thesis was the authot's expectatiorcwith regard to

the results of the comparison - wlirch could also have functioned as the hypotheses of the thesis,

I would like to stress at tlls point that I do not wish to quest.i.on the vahdrty of the research - in
m)'vierv this is a very exciting toplc to pursue and I fLrlli' embtace cLoss-cultural comparisons of
metaphorical conceptualizations. F{owevet, there has to be a reason - 1.e., 

^ 
jusuficauon, in the

form of expectations - whl' this research is important and relevant, and how it links to pre\'1ous

reseatches in the field

In fact, this latter point couid have been the main jusuficauon for the thesis. There have been

plenty of ctoss-cultutal analyses in metaphor tesearch that the authot could have tapped into, and

which could have buttressed the positron (and genetal aims) of the present wotk. Such analyses,

based on the compadson of idiomatic expressions, carr be found in l{ovecses (2005, 2006) and

Schmidt and Btdar (2008).



2. Structure and selection of topics
Generally, I found the theoretrcal part of the thesis well written and I enjoyed reading it. It was

evident ftom the text that the author was enthusiastic about his subject and had read a substantial

amourlt of literature on the topic - even ftom ateas that 
^te 

not that closely linked to the specific

freld of inquiry of the PhD thesis, which is lingurstrcs .In fact, the selection of the themes that are

coveted in the thesis - and the overall resulttng structLlre - is one of my main points of cdticism.
Chapter 1 presents an or.etview of death - as its tide suggests, it provides a "philosophical,
historical, social, and cultutal" perspective on death. The problem v'ith this chapter is that it is
much too wrde in its scope - thus the discussions are often supefrcial, and the relevance of the

individual subjects to the PhD thesis at hand is left very often unexplained. For example, in
section 1,.1,.2, the author writes about the philosophical aspect of death, from the point of view of
four philosophets. \Xhy did the authot select these partrcular four philosophers for detailed

analysis, and not any of the others (who are discussed in section 1.1.2.5)? How exacdy do these

four plrilosophers relate to the metapholical conceptuai;rzaion of death? On p. 22 we tead:

"\Vhat is cutious, horvever, is the fact that numerous references aLe made to metaphorical
projections, v'hich ate p^fi and parcel of our modern ways of conceptualizing the phenomenon
rn question. References to metaphors such as:DEATH IS SLEEP, DEATH IS AJOURNEY,
DEATH IS BIRTH and others are present across the discussed philosophers." If thrs is indeed

the case, then why weren't these metaphors (and philosophets) drscussed in detail? The thesis

could have focused on those phrlosophers who have based their theories on metaphorical
conceptualizations - these then could have been made use of (and referred to) in the analyucal

part of the thesis (Chapter 6). Similar problems arise vnth the other sections of Chaptet 1 as well,
in the discussion of death rites, cinematography, photographl', etc. - they seem to be rather
ittelevant to the topic of the thesis, which ts a cognitiru linguittic analrsis of death. Apart from
irtelevance, the methodological ptoblem also pertains to these other sections - why did the
authot, for example, chooseJonathan Carroll's novels for analysis in section I.4.3 - and not an1'

other literary giant? All in all, Chapter 1 seems to be a quite subjective seiection of topics

connected to death, which take up (quite unnecessarily) a thl-rd of the thesis.

Similar problems of relevance arise in Chapter 3. While I found itayen concise and well-
wdtten chapter, I did not understand its role in the thesis. How is held theoq' and componential
analysis related to the theoretical or methodological background of the research? On p. 9 - as a

way of lustrficauon for the chaptet's overall place in the thesis - we read that "The Theory itself
and the Jinguisuc movements associated wrth it, inspired the future development of cogrutrve
linguistics." I cannot quite accept this clarm - based on this reasofli1lg, the author could have

written further (separate) chaptets on a) gestait theorJ'; b) prototype-based categotzatron; c)

frame semantics, etc, -as all of these hadan effect (and amuch stronger one surelythan field
theory) on the evolution of cognitive irngurstrcs. The lopsidedness of the author's justrficatron in
including Chapter 3 aiso comes to the forefrontin tlre size of the respective chapters: while
Chapter 3 is 33 pages in length, Chapter 4, which ser\res as the main theoretical basis of the

thesis, is 5 pages shottet!

Nevertheless, Chapter 4 is also a well-written and concise chaptet. It is evident from Chapters
3 & 4 that the author has a sound theoretical knowiedge not only in cognitwe linguistics, but in
other framervorks as well and is able to synthesize the main assumptions of these theones
remarkably well. M1, main criticism regarding Chapter 4 is categorizatton of metaphors (on pp.



145-152). Since the chapter (and the thesis itself is written from a cognruve linguisuc

perspective, I found it irrelevant to describe the various types of metaphots that "scholats from a

wide varieq' of disciplines" have identified. Furthet, to my mind, all of the "types" are conceptual

in nature (i.e., it is incorrect to treat "conceptual metaphot" as a subq'pe on a p^r with e.g., "dead

metaphor" ot "complex metaphot"). If conceptual metaphor, complex metaphor, conventional

metaphor:, dead metaphor, etc. ate aTL treated as various subtypes of alarger category of
"metaphof", then the authol rvould need to provide a dehnition for this lrrgherJevel concept of
"metaphor".

3. Definitions and examples
One of the key terms of the thesis is euphemisnt In Chapter 2, the author presents us with a

number of definitions for this tetm; however, he does not state vrlrrch particular defiruuon will be

used in the thesis and wlg. Thrs lack of definiuon comes to the forefront on pp. 84-86, where

eapherztism is conflated with taboo,jargon, netuspeak, etc. and even JJtnznJflU, and it is claimed that

these ate "intrinsically and inexuicably Linked". My main ptoblem with thrs section is that while
these linguistic phenomena are indeed related to euphemisms, the;r are related in qurte different

ways - as well as to one anothet. Thus, a neologism is reiated to a" euphemism in the sense that novel

euphemisms need to be constantly generated; a taboo wotd, however, is what a euphernisru is set to

replace (wrth, for example, a neologism). I also mrssed the explanauon of these terms and their

relau.onshrp to euphemisms b;' specif,rc examples

I also had problems with section 2.2,wktrch ptovides a classification of euphemisms. First of
all, no teference is provided - on whose work is this classif,tcauon based? Sure\, many other

linguists have come up with srmilat classifications. As for "conscious vs. ulrconscious"

euphemisms, I believe that w-ithout psycholinguistic back-up no such categor)r can be viably

establislred. In section 2.2.3,the author clarms that "Sustained euphemistic exptessions pertaining

to general and universai taboos such as death, disease, sex or excretion have a, tendenclr to sun ive

fot hundteds of years." Thrs rs not tr-LLe - see especially A1lan and Burridge (1991) for a plethora

of examples. One that comes rmmediately to my mrnd ts geriahic, rvhuch was used in Samuel

Johnson's dictionaq' in a euphemistic way (to refer to older adults), but rvhich has now shed most

of its posinve connotadons.

In section 2.3, the author provides a list of principles beirrnd euphemisuc expressions - here,

once again, no examples are provided as a'v/a)/ of illusttation.

As for the "properties of euphemrsms" listed undet 2.4, these aretn fact functions (this is also

made note of by the author on p. BB). Thus, this section could have been conflated wrth secdon

2.2. In fact, some of the examples in these categories are highly ambivalent - for example, hauing

a negatiue cashflowpositioz (classified as "manipulative", p. 89) coutd just as easily be a "descriptive"

type. How can we objecnve\' decide vzLrrch group a particular euphemism belongs to? It seems to

me that many euphemisms c^rr)r 
^ 

number of properues or functions - does this have any effect

on how long a euphemrsm sun'ives in ianguage? (I.e., the more properties a euphemism manages

to conflate, the more successful it will be.)

Horvevet, the most problemauc point with respect to these categories, functions and

principles of euphemrsms is that thel, 21s not refetred to in the analyncalpart of the thesis. Thus,
once again I need to raise the issue of reievance: include mateital oniy thatrs made use of later

on. It would have been very useful to adopt these categories in the analyses of the English and

Polish exptessions, and examtne which propetty, function ot principle is the most dominant in



the English and Polish data, and why. Without such an analysis the relevance of Chapter 2 is, on

the whole, questionable.

4. Methodology and data analysis

In section 5.3 we read that "The corpus of lexrcal items comptsed 479 items and rvas extracted

from online obituaries and backed up by a plethora of sources including, flewspapers, articles,
IiteratuLe, tegular obituaries, iexrcograph,Lc pubhcauons and obserwadons providing a varied and

heterogeneous look into the very much tabooed subject of death." A number of questions/issues

rmmediately arise with respect to this statement. First and foremost, it is not clear from the text
what the percentage of the English and Poi,ish data is out of the 479 items. Any cross-cuitural

comparison must be very cautious in selecting as identical sets of data as possible. Such

information is only ptovided on p, 244, towards the very end of the thesis, In fact, it would have

been very useful to ptovide (in the form of an Appendix) a l-ist of all the items of the database,

wrth an indrcation of v.hat the source was for that particular item for which language, and what
metaphor it is grouped under. Without such a hst it is rmpossible to check the vaJidiq' of many of
the claims made in Chapter 6. Second, as the above quote indicates, the data comes from a qutte
wrde varieq' of sources. What is, howeveL, the percentage of these sources in the overall

database? This is 
^very 

televant question in Jight of the factthat according to the trde of the

thesis, the data undet anahsis comes ftom obituaries, and not dictionaries or newspapers. There
is onll' 

^very 
bdef remark on page 168, footnote 1.27, that the author analyzed 10,000 Polish and

Enghsh obituaries. Howevet, what was the petcentage of the expressions coming from these

sources as compared to the other sources that the authot used? Thrrd, how did the author select

the data sources? I.e., what sort of nev/spapers or dictionaries did the author rse and wly,,what
obituary and tombstone engravings \r'ere selected and w/.g,, etc, from each respective language? On
p. 168, footnote 128,rt states that the author r.isited cemeteries in and around Rzesz6w - does

this mean that the database does not contain English items from tombstones, only Poli.sh ones?

Fourth, bearing in mind the wide vadeq' of sources, it is not clear wl,tat method the author adopted

for the coilection of the data. In other wotds, how did the author identify the relevant items in
these soutces? Horv did he decide whether apatttcular word or exptession in e.g., a dictionar;', a

newspaper atticle, an obituary or e\ren a tombstone counted as an idiomauc (euphemtsuc)

expression fot death? Fifth, what method did the author use to categortze these lexical items

under the vatious conceptual metaphors? Were there aflJr ambivalent items or those that he was

unable to categotze, etc.? Without a proper justifi,cauon for the selection of the data sources and

a detailed description of the idenufication procedure the research does become quite subjecuve

(thereby questronrng its overall academic merit).
Chapter 6 is a meuculous study of the equivalences of the metaphorical idiomauc

expressions connected to death in the trvo languages. I was quite impressed overall b)' th.
richness of these analyses and the rigorousness apphed here; nevertheless, the unclarified
methodological questions (see above) do questron some of the clarms/resr.rlts of tLre analyses. I
did mtss a detailed compalison of the mappings in the individual metaphorical conceptualizations

- this might have significantly contributed to the cross-cultural differences (or simrlaritres)

betrveen the two languages,

One of the main questions that I kept returning to in the ana11'5s5 was the role of metonym]r.
If metonymres - as stated by the author on p. 156 - are indeed as "present in everyday speech

and arc part and parcel of Jinguistrc expression", then it seems odd to me that metoflymy did not



show up in the corpus under investigation. Some of the metaphors can definitely be anall'zed

from a metonymical r,rewpoint - a case in point is DEATH IS BIRTH FOR BABIES, where the

preceding event (the birth of the baby)i.s used to stand for the final event (the death).Itis surely'

not accidental that tlus parucular "metaphot" is used only for newborns, and not for e.g., adults

who have ltved a long and full life, In fact, metonymy is a basic feature of the euphemization

process. Not onl1, do Allan and Burridge (1991) make note of this fact, but it is thoroughll'
analyzed rvrthin a cognruve linguistrc framewotk by Gradedak-Erdeljii (2005), according to whorn
euphemisms are often based on a PART FOR \)7HOLE metonymy. I strongly tecommend the

incorpotation of these ideas into the author's analyses as well, as this way metonymy could be the

link between metaphot and euphemism.

I rvould also be interested to know to what degree the expressions (i.e., items the author
analysed) ate convendonahzed in the ianguages - i.e., what was their overall frequency in the

sources? V7e onl1' have information about the types in the thesis, and not the tokens - yet a rype-
token analysis could have also shed ltght on the degree of conventionality of the respective

metaphors in the two languages. For instance, I rvas also verl intdgued b)' th. computer
metaphor (Nletaphot L), wtrrch showed up in both languages. I wonder to what degree this is

becoming conr.entionalized tn the tr.vo languages, and r,vhere is it (and where can it be) used (and

for whom).

I rvould also have been interested to hnd out (much) more on the reseatch the author did on

Legacy.com (p. 255). Thrs in itself would have sol-icited a separate chapter and it is a shame that
there is onl)' ens bnef pangraph about it. This research, however, points to the extreme caution
that any tesearchet needs to undettake when working wrth Jinguistrc data. As the f,rgure on p. 256

shows, there ate significant tegional differences wrth regard to the most preferred verb for "to
die" in the LrS. Thus, we do not know - as the author did not pror.ide information about this - in
which countq,/region the English lexrcal items the thesis analyzed are in fact used (if at all). The
same applies fot the Pohsh data. I strongly recommend a more cautious and conscious handhng

of the data selection and idennfication in the author's future researches.

5. Miscellaneous

I found it odd that the author chose an idiomauc expression for the nde of the thesis (wlten "the"

cones knocking) that is not explained anl.where in the text. Is this an English or a Pojrsh idiom?
V,'hat is its metaphorical basis? V4ey did the autl-ror choose thrs parucular idiom? Is it a typical
conceptualtzation in obituaries? If not, why n61) While r.arious personifications of death are

alluded to in sectron 1.2.3 , no mendon of any persoruficauon is made in Chapter 6, in the

discussion of the metaphorical conceptualizations. Tirrs is especially problematic in light of the
fact that the Gnm Reaper is a very fundamental conceptuahzatton of death in western culrure,

wLrrch has also been thorouglly anilyzed wrtLun cognrnve iinguistics, b), Fu.t.o.rnier and Turner
(2002). Thrs blend - and the personiflcation of death in ge neral - should have elicited a lengthy
discussion in the thesrs. A further remark concerning the ude of the thesis - the expression

cognitiue analtis is too general and ambiguous (note: generative linguistics is also cognitr.ve in
outlook). Cognitiue lingaistic anafisiswottJi have been a more precise choice here.

In fact, I did mrss a couple of quite signrficant cognitive linguistrc studies on death from the

thesis. Bearing in mrnd that the author adopts a cognitive linguistrc framework, a separate section

should have been devoted to these works on death. Examnles include Fauconnier & Turner



(2002) mentioned aheady above, Ozgalipkan (2003) or Yu (1998). Futher, the autiror should also

have elabotated upon cogrunve lingurstrc analyses of euphemrsms - these should also have

solrcitedatleastz-separatesectioninthethesis.ExamplesinciudeBenczes (2006),Gradedak-
Erdelji6 (2005) or Portero Murloz (201,1) and references herein.

o Whjle the overall text reads well, there ate a couple of problems with respect to argumentation -
these pertain to a) lack of justrficauon; and b) oversrmphfication. Lack of jusuf,rcation: Nlany of
the claims that the author makes ate absolutel)' sensible; nevertheless, they are not backed up by

tefetences - r.e., are not substantrated by academic research. Any parncular academic writing
must provide refeLences for any clarm whrrch is a) not the author's own; or b) not corffnon sense.

Just a few examples wluch do not conform to any of these criteria:

r p. 25: "And so an example of a discipltne that deals rvrth the subject of death are bio-
medical sciences. These scrutinize occurrerices in which life and death haooen

simultaneousll'. . . "'
o p, 61 throughout: these claims should be supported b1, psychological research into dealing

wrth death;

r section 2.4.7 throughout;
o first two paragraphs of p. 166.

o Oversimplification: I also felt some of the author's claims to be simplistrc (patrally stemming
from the fact that they were not cortoborated with academic references). For example,p. 42:

"Toda1', death and the process of dyng is petceived b)' socieq'in veq' cold, but also mystelious
wavs. These topics, rvhich evoke a number of different emotions: shame, embarrassmenr,

frustration, fear and terror. A natural death is one that nobody talks about and acknorvledges." I
don't agree with these statements on a number of levels (thougl-r that is irreverent at thts point),
as they simpJify the questton to a starding degree without a proper elaboration or justificatron.

Similady srmphsuc ciaims can be found on p. 70: "Death is a mystery, which requires enormous

effort to grasp and it is in fact aLmost impossible." This single seflteflce alone conflates (and

misrepresents) a huge amount of psychological, historical and sociological reseaLch concerning
death, similatly to the following Jines on pp. 44-45: "Games, film, music and recendy the

intetnet, are rich in violent content connected wrth death and dying, The vast majoliq' of peopie

are desensitized when it comes to seeing or hearing about the subject in question. Modetn life is
fast and focused on success, nther than on the basic and pnmal aspects of life." Such statements

cannot be made ex cathedta wrthout proper justificaton and elaboration.

o On p. 25 the authot elaborates on work carded out by vadous organizartons - the INED,
INSEE and INSERM. However, there is no explanation as to v.hat these otganizaions are

exacdl' - in rvhrrch countries do the;' operate (are they national ot international), and how exactll'

does their rvork contribute in arl)r wa)r to the findings of the thesis.

r Insomepiacesthethesisuseseuphemismsfordeath,suchas sajngthefnalgoodlryu(B.22)or
depafture (p. 60). Such euphemrstic usage is unprofessionaL and unnecessarT - the language of the
thesis should be as direct as possible.

o The thesis includes a Tabie of Typographic Convenuons (p, 6), which is a r.e4- good idea.

However, thrs list is not complete, as it does not include the following typographic notations:
bold, underhned capitals (e.g., KNOWLEDGE) - as used abundantly in section 3.1; or boid
capitals (e.g., WOMAN), as used in sections 3.3 and 5.1.



a

a

a

Fern6.ndez 2006,2015 (p. 163): These viorks are missing from the References section.

Page numbets for direct quotes are missing on pp. 15-16.

One of the further issues that fleeds to be addressed by the author is grammar. While the overall
sq'le of vzriting does confotm to academic requirements - especially within the realm of
vocabulary -, thete are a couple of gtammaucal mistakes that keep re-occurring in the text and

which do rmpede reading to some extent: a) Sentence structure: The author often connects two
main clauses wlth 

^ 
comma. E.g., p. 7 ,3'o pangraph.: "It is indubitable that death reaches all

human beings, howevet, the ways of deahng vzith it are varied among individuals." This is

tefered to in English as a "comma splice" or "run-on sentence". The cotrect method is to use a

semi-coion; b) Restricuve and non-testtictive relative clauses: in Engirsh, no cornma is tequired
before the pronoun in a restrictive relative clause, as opposed to its non-restrictive counterpan.
In the thesis, howeveL, there are plenty of sentences that do not abide by this nrle. E.g.: p. 63, Jine

17: "Death is a phenomenon, which is intrinsic in human life much like birth."

Evaluation
V/ritrng a PhD thesis is the frtst m^lor step towards becoming a researcher. Th,rs implies in itself
that as the first serious academic work of any candtdate, it cannot be without its flaws. There are

defirutely some imptovements to be made on this thesis as well, especially those pertairung to
tesearch methodology. Nevertheless, the candidate has given er.idence of the facttb,at he has a

sound theoretical knowledge that he is capable of applyrng in the form of an original empirical
investigation. He has also demonstrated his capabiJity to analyze and synthesize ideas

appropriately, and his abfiq' to support his clarms b)'resuits obtained from other, related frelds.

The thesis contributes significandy to the undetstanding of death (which in itself is a majot
aclrier.ement), as well as to cross-cr.rltural metaphor variation. It aiso provrdes very r.aluable data

for future analyses. All in all, the present work conforms to the requirements of a PhD thesis. I
recommend the thesis for oral defense and that the desree of PhD to be awarded to the

candidate.
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